SUMMER IN THE LAB
DEEP DIVE INTO RESEARCH

PAID RESEARCH INTERNSHIPS FOR EPFL STUDENTS
SUMMER INTERNSHIPS: A DEEP DIVE INTO RESEARCH

Curious to discover the world of scientific research and its wealth of opportunities? Interested in applying your knowledge and engaging into your favorite field of research?

EPFL invites you to join an exciting internship program within one of its laboratories. Take this unique chance to immerse yourself in cutting-edge research with mentorship from prominent scientists.

Take advantage of your summer months to deepen your knowledge in a scientific field, get a real taste of the challenges faced by researchers and develop new skills to boost your research career prospects in Switzerland and internationally.

AT A GLANCE

- Eight weeks of research experience in an EPFL lab in the period from July to September
- A stipend of CHF 2,000 per month
- A program enriched with courses in scientific communication and leadership
- Social activities with a vibrant and international community of EPFL research interns

ADMISSION CRITERIA

The program is open to Bachelor and Master EPFL students who express high interest for research. Selection of candidates is based in particular on their:
- Motivation for research and perspective to follow a career in R&D
- Openness and willingness to learn and develop soft skills

More information and application on go.epfl.ch/sil-en